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KS5KS3 North African music
by Philip Ciantar

INTRODUCTION 

It was May 2004 when I landed at Tripoli Airport (Libya) – the land of petroleum, vast deserts, high tem-
peratures that in 1922 even reached 57.8 °C, and never-ending coasts bordering the Mediterranean sea. 
Together with the other passengers I headed on to the arrival lounge for passport checking. After queuing 
for a while it was my turn to approach the arrival’s desk. 

‘What are you here for?’ asked the soldier at the desk, with a somewhat suspicious look at my passport. ‘I’m 
here to research Libyan music,’ I replied without divulging much detail. ‘Interesting! What will you be research-
ing in music here?’ he asked, this time, with a slightly brighter look and lighter tone. ‘I’m mainly interested in 
Arabic classical music,’ I replied, ‘however, I’m not excluding Libyan folk music as well while I’m here.’ ‘Ah!’ he 
exclaimed,mūsı̄qā  andalusiyya (‘Andalusian music’). We have big orchestras here performing that music with 
violins, cellos and Arab instruments as well. The greatest artist for ma’lūf here is Hassan Araibi. He’s known 
all over the Arab world ….’ He could have continued talking enthusiastically about the ma’lūf and the chief 
exponents of the tradition if not for the other passengers. It was quite an encouraging start.

This article will unfold quite similarly to the way my first trip to Libya progressed. Although my main interest 
was in learning about the ma’lūf in Libya, this also brought me in touch with other musical genres, forms and 
musical practices diffused both in Libya as well as in neighbouring north African countries (mainly Algeria, 
Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco) and the Arab world more widely. This article provides information about these, 
including suggested listening resources, along with performance and research activities and ideas for 
class discussion.

This trip, and the several others that followed, helped me experience and understand not just the music as sound 
but, moreover, the musicians that make it, and its role and meaning in Muslim societies and cultures at large. 

At this stage, it is worth noting the fact that Muslim societies share one language (Arabic), a monotheistic 
religion (Islam) and a general way of life rooted in the teaching of the Qur’ān (the holy book of Islam). These 
shared aspects have facilitated the diffusion of Arab musical genres, forms and theories over the years 
throughout the Arab world, even if with tints of regional variations.

Which musical instruments do your students associate with north 
African music? How did they become aware of these instruments, 
especially if they have never visited a north African country?

Discussion

Initial research task

Ask your students to find information, from reliable sources, about Islamic life and culture, mainly by focus-
ing on the following three aspects: religion, language and lifestyle. You could use www.bbc.co.uk/religion/

religions/islam/  and http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islam.

They could use the following grid, or one similar to it, to summarise information in bullet-point form. Provide 
guidance on ways to draw information together and draw overall conclusions, which students should write 
down in the ‘interrelated outcomes’ part of the grid. 
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of the region here.

http://wikitravel.org/upload/shared/1/16/Map-Africa-North_Africa_Regions.png
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Language Religion Lifestyle

Interrelated outcomes:

A MUSICAL JOURNEY FROM TRIPOLI 

With an estimated population of 1.69 million, Tripoli (Libya’s capital) shares with Sirt (Colonel Muammar 
Ghaddafi’s birthplace) most of the government’s offices. This, together with the fact that its port handles 
most of Libya’s foreign trade, has made the city a prominent place for both commerce and governmental 
activity. 

As soon as one reaches the city, one is struck by the minarets of numerous 
mosques that rise above the other buildings. For five times a day the adhān 
(the call to prayer) is heard from loudspeakers hung on the outer walls of 
mosques and up high on minarets. 

Like the recitation of the Qurān, the adhān is not considered a musical ac-
tivity; indeed, it would be inappropriate to refer to these musical genres as 
mūsı̄qā  as this mainly denotes secular music. The adhān is called out by the 
mu’azzin, aided by a sound amplification system. At these calls, shops are 
sometimes left unattended and if you happen to be shopping, you might be 
promised assistance after prayer time, when everything returns back to nor-
mal business. At this time, Tripoli is transformed into a cacophony of adhāns; 
in addition, this blends with the sounds of loud music coming from car stereos, with musical genres ranging 
from raï (Algerian pop music widely diffused in north Africa) to western rock music. 

In contrast with other days, Friday is relatively quiet in Tripoli, as it is the day of rest for Muslims. Most shops 
remain closed all day, while overall business activity is kept minimal. You can follow live TV broadcasts of 

As-Saray al-Hamra 
castle overlooking the 
port in Tripoli

ROAD TRIPS

Music in taxis serves both to kill time and soothe traffic stress. A trip in one of these taxis can be transformed 

into an interesting musical journey that may begin with Whitney Houston’s All At Once (thought by the driver 

to be appealing to a western passenger), changing later on, and at the expression of interest in Libyan music, 

to a song by the Libyan singer Ahmed Fakroun, internationally recognised as a leading figure in modern 

Arab pop music. Elder drivers might start the day with recorded recitations of the Qur’ān, shifting later on 

in the day to an ughniyya (literally, ‘song’, a term that refers to songs usually in colloquial text, shaped in a 

variety of musical forms) by the Syrian singer Sabāh Fakhrī, and welcoming sunset with the thrilling voice 

of a former diva of Egyptian music, Umm Kulthūm. 

In any case, one factor remains constant and that is the importance of the voice. The voice is central in 

Arabic music, as it is the medium through which the Qur’ān is recited and, therefore, no other instrument 

equals that recognition.

In fact, in Islam, all 
music holds an am-
bivalent place and 
many believe that it 
is Harām (‘forbid-
den’ or ‘unlawful’).
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mosque services from Libya and neighbouring countries. 

The centrality of the voice in such services is evident. Each recitation (or qirā’ah) of the Qur’ān is inter-
preted by master reciters trained in this art. Such recitations, which as in the adhān are aided by modern 
technology, fill the entire space of the mosque and evoke an ambience of profound prayer. The chanting of 
the Qur’ān unfolds slowly within a particular melodic mode (known in Arabic music as maqām). It is char-
acterised by several silent pauses and the repetition of certain verses, intended to help the faithful reflect 
and assimilate the proper meaning of each word. There are rules of interpretation in the qirā’ah that each 
reciter must abide by. Such rules are indicated in the Qur’ān by means of diacritical signs that distinguish, 
for instance, optional from compulsory pauses.

LISTENING RESOURCES

An adhān from Tunisia –   www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktDC_brQGo0

A recitation of the Qur’ān from Algeria –    www.youtube.com/watch?v=drKJcsYc34U

Algerian raї music –   www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ri4FWHHmkjU

Music by Ahmed Fakroun –   www.youtube.com/watch?v=RALQMvZ4hQQ&feature=related

Activity

Ask your students to find information about the Qur’̄an,1.  paying  

 particular attention to its organisation (e.g. number of   

 chapters) content and interpretation. 

By using the internet, help your students to identify three lead-2. 
ing north African Qur’ān reciters, preferably from different countries 

– you could look at the examples given below.

Get your students to listen to some online chanting of the3.  Qur’ān from different north African traditions. 

These might include:

Egypt – Sheikh Abdul Basit at   www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdDDYt62vbg

Algeria – Sheikh Abdelkarim Hamadouche at   www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jHRPYyXDSA 

Morocco – Sheikh Layoun Elkouchy at   www.youtube.com/watch?v=Izo2fMF3qm0&feature=related 

Then, ask them to choose one interpretation from the above and sketch a graph-type notation of a short 4. 
extract, showing the melodic contour of the chosen chanting. Ask them to find the right wording to describe 

the overall melodic contour (for example, undulating, descending, terraced etc.).

Students should then apply different colouring to the graph to indicate any changes in the vocal timbre of 5. 
the reciter; they should also make a legend that explains this.

NORTH AFRICAN FOLK INSTRUMENTS

On Saturday, life returns to normal and the noise that had calmed down 
the day before will reverberate again. A visit to a record shop may pro-
vide an escape for a while from the noise of Tripoli’s heavy traffic. 

The variety of Libyan folk music CDs is normally augmented by 
CDs from neighbouring north African folk-music traditions. With the 
proliferation of the recording industry, songs that in the past could 
only be heard in their authentic context, such as in the middle of 
a desert or in non-intruding communal events, are now being re-
corded professionally in recording studios. This was the case with 
several women’s ensembles throughout north Africa, such as with 
the zamzamm’āt of Libya, the ‘aw’ālim of Egypt and some shaykh’āt 

A record shop in Tripoli

In north African music, mostly in urban areas, one finds the 
coexistence of western and Arab musical instruments and genres. 
Discuss with your students what might have generated and even 
nurtured this, both in the past and in more recent times. You 
should consider colonialism (such as with the presence of French 
residents in Morocco) and the presence of European orchestras 
(such as in Cairo). Possible factors in the nurturing of this coex-
istence include: the recording industry; the teaching of western 
classical music in north African schools and conservatories; and 
the setting up of wind bands modelled on European military bands.

Discussion

file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=Izo2fMF3qm0&feature=related
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=ktDC_brQGo0
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=drKJcsYc34U
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ri4FWHHmkjU
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=zdDDYt62vbg
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jHRPYyXDSA
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Percussion bands

Percussion bands

ensembles in Morocco. For instance, while zamzamm’āt music is still heard during women’s wedding cel-
ebrations in Tripoli (in Libya, men and women celebrate weddings simultaneously in separate venues), their 
music is nowadays accessible to everybody, everywhere and at anytime through cassettes, CDs and online 
audio sources. 

The large variety of instruments found in north African folk music is in itself a reflection of the vast geograph-
ical area in which this musical genre exists. Folk music is still highly functional in north African societies, as 
it is regularly employed in wedding festivities, family entertainment, as well as in calendric events, official 
festivals and tourist entertainment. Contemporary performance practices of folk music in urban locales, 
however, may also rely on technological devices such as the synthesiser and sophisticated amplification 
systems. In rural folk music, this is much less likely. 

Instruments

North African folk music makes use of both melodic and percussive instruments.

WIND INSTRUMENTS
Different makes of bagpipes can be found in the region. The 
Libyan bagpipe, known as zukrah, consists of two melodic 
pipes (with four finger-holes each) fixed together, as in a 
double clarinet, ending in a pair of cow horns. The parallel 
positioning of the pipes means that the holes of each can 
simultaneously be stopped by the same finger, producing 
a unison melodic sound of high intensity. The player blows 
through a reed fixed to a bag, made of a whole kidskin, 
which serves as an air reservoir. In Libya, this instrument is 
popular during male wedding festivities, in which it would be 
accompanied by percussion instruments. 

Another wind instrument that, like the bagpipe, is strongly 
diffused throughout the region is the shawm. This instrument 
is known with different names throughout north Africa. In Tu-
nisia, for instance, it is known as zukrah (do not confuse with the Libyan bagpipe even though they have 
the same name) or zurna, while in Libya, Algeria and Morocco it is known as ghaytah.

In all cases, it is a double-reed conical aerophone, quite similar to the oboe both in shape and tone. Typi-
cally, it produces a range of about an octave and a half with the possibility, also, of producing microtones; 
however, the melodies it produces unfold within a restricted range. For example, melodies on the Tunisian 
zukrah hardly exceed a 5th. Circular breathing can be applied on this instrument: the player maintains a 
sound for long periods of time by inhaling through the nose while simultaneously maintaining the airflow 
through the instrument with the support of puffed cheeks. Apart from secular festivities, this instrument is 
employed in Sufi ceremonies.

Another north African wind instrument that, like the ghaytah, employs the circular breathing technique is the 
Egyptian arghmūl (from Arabic ‘urghun’ meaning organ). The arghmūl is a cane double clarinet, popular 
in rural Egyptian music as well as in belly-dancing. It consists of a melody pipe with five to seven holes and 
a longer, adjustable drone pipe, permitting additional segments as long as 2.5 metres, allowing the player 
to adjust the drone note. The player blows simultaneously into both pipes, producing a melody and drone 
texture. 

In contrast with the arghmūl , the qasaba is an end-blown reed flute that produces a breathy tone enriched 
by overtones. This instrument is mainly diffused in southern Algeria and the oasis belt of Tunisia. 

STRING INSTRUMENTS
North African folk music employs quite a wide range of both plucked and bowed string instruments. Ex-
amples of plucked string instruments include fretless long-necked lutes with skin-covered sound boxes, 
such as the Moroccan gimbri. The gimbri is a three-stringed, rectangular bass lute employed in gnawa 

Islamic Sufism can 
be briefly described 
as a mystic move-
ment found all over 
the Islamic world.

A Libyan zukrah 
player accompanied 
by the bandĪr
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music – a musical genre that incorporates both religious and secular elements, as well as elements from 
sub-Saharan, Berber and Arabic music. The gimbri is normally accompanied by metallic castanets known 
as qraqab. Its sound box is rectangular and traditionally covered by camel skin. Apart from plucking the 
strings, the player makes use of two fingers in the right hand to hit the body of the gimbri, to produce a 
percussive sound. The round wooden neck has three goat-gut strings stretched along it. A metal rattle is 
sometimes attached at the end of the neck to provide a percussive quality. 

The single-string fiddle amzad is a bowed instrument highly diffused among the Tuareg people (pastoral 
inhabitants of the Saharan interior of north Africa). The amzad is made of an empty gourd resonating box 
covered with a stretched membrane. The membrane is glued and fixed by a coded net around the body of 
the instrument. The fingerboard consists of a long cane stick with a single string, played by a curved bow. 
The amzad is mostly played by women to accompany songs sung around a fire in the evening, during cara-
van stops and during wedding celebrations. In Tuareg music there are several forms of songs, with each 
form having particular melodies played by the amzad. 

PERCUSSION
North African folk music includes an array of percussion instruments. Indeed, the instruments mentioned so 
far, except for the amzad, are all played for the accompaniment of different percussion instruments. 

The large, double-headed drum tabl, for example, is diffused all over the region and is used in folk music 
ensembles and in Sufi-related music. The instrument may be played either with a beater on both sides, or 
a hand on one side and a beater on the other. The tabl player stands with the instrument suspended on his 
left shoulder while striking the two heads with different beaters. While he strikes the front side membrane 
with a thick, gently curved beater to produce the strong beat (dumm), the back side is struck with a thin, 
straight beater to produce the weaker beat (takk). 

The dumm and the takk of Arab rhythms, 
however, are mostly associated with the 
darabukkah – an instrument used in both folk 
and classical Arabic music. The darabukkah 
is a single-headed drum with skin or mem-
brane attached, most commonly, to a pottery 
or wooden goblet-shaped body. Typically, the 
instrument rests on the musician’s lap, with 
the player using both hands to produce a 
rhythmic pattern, moving his hands from the 
centre of the membrane (dumm) to the rim 
to sound the takk. Unlike some melodic in-
struments featured above, percussion instru-

ments like the darabukkah are seminal in any ensemble of classical Arabic music.

Traditionally, 
women who played 
the amzad were 
considered well 
educated.

A darabukkah player

A Sufi tabl player
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LISTENING RESOURCES

Zamzammāt music   – www.youtube.com/watch?v=dy83kV1TmvA 

Libyan zukrah music   – www.youtube.com/watch?v=nX6EjYHIhGU&feature=related 

Ghaytah music   – www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yEgoLRcQXM&feature=related 

QaSaba music   (from Morocco) – www.youtube.com/watch?v=pY_918wgVaQ&NR=1  
A gimbri lesson   – www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_qThG8fUck 

An example of gnawa music   – www.youtube.com/watch?v=3VkkgyAWS-A&feature=related

Discussion and activity

Together with your students, watch the short presentation of how the Egyptian arghūl is made at 1. http://www.

youtube.com/watch?v=MXFK1DVgRyY and discuss the different stages in its making. 

When the arghūl2.   maker completes his work, he plays a few notes to test the instrument. Ask your students 

to identify the pitch of the drone note produced.

Folk music festivals are very popular in north Africa. Initiate a class discussion on the benefits of festivals in folk 3. 
music. By using the internet, ask students to trace three festivals of folk music in north Africa and help them to 

delve into issues of identity that arise from these festivals – such as tribal, religious or gender identity. 

Activity: call and response composition

In most north African folk music, one finds the call and response form, either antiphonally (a group answer-
ing another group) or with a solo singer answering a choir. Sometimes this is supported by a motivic ostinato 
(the repetition of the same motif), provided by a melodic instrument, and a rhythmic ostinato (the reiteration 
of the same rhythmic pattern) provided by either clapping or percussion instruments, such as in the use of 
the qraqab in gnawa music. 

Organise your class into groups to compose a short piece of music using a combination of the above ele-
ments. For this purpose, sketch a score that can be understood by the students, based on ideas derived 
from the students themselves. 

THE NORTH AFRICAN NAWBA

During my first journey to Libya, it took me some time to understand what was considered as Arab folk or 
classical music, what was improvised or precomposed, and what was deemed as sacred or secular music. 
However, things became clearer the more I spoke to musicians, people in grocers, taxi drivers, audience 
members during concerts, people in cultural management and ensemble directors. I became aware of the 
presence in Libya of a musical genre known as mūsı̄qā  andalusiyya. Between the tenth and 17th centuries, 
during a period known as the reconquista, this music dispersed from the Andalusia region in Spain to various 
north African countries through Muslim and Jewish refugees who had fled the retaking of the Iberian Penin-
sula by several Christians kingdoms. Festivals of Andalusian music are held regularly throughout the region. 
In the small Tunisian town of Testour, for instance, a festival of this kind of music has been organised since 
1966. Several ensembles from neighbouring countries participate in this festival, with ensembles varying in 
both size and composition. 

In general, the term mūsı̄qā  andalusiyya refers to a number of classical Arab musical genres believed to 
have either evolved out of or been influenced by the music of Andalusia. One of these is the nawba – a musi-
cal genre which belongs to Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia and Libya. In Libya and Tunisia the nawba tradition is 
known as ma’ūf (‘well-known’ or ‘popular’), in Algeria as gharnatı̄ (from ‘Granada’) and san‘a (‘work of art’), 
while in Morocco it is known as  ā la (‘instrumental music’). 

See, for instance, 
the Ghat Festival in 
Libya here and the 
2009 Gnawa Fes-
tival in Essaouira 
(Morocco)  here.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfXKcmUmV6c&feature=related%20
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=dy83kV1TmvA
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=nX6EjYHIhGU&feature=related%20
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=2yEgoLRcQXM&feature=related
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=g_qThG8fUck
file://localhost/Users/chris/Downloads/www.youtube.com/watch?v=3VkkgyAWS-A&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXFK1DVgRyY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXFK1DVgRyY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t5VJssEKLN8&feature=related
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LISTENING RESOURCES

Moroccan nawba –   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wt6Xz1iEHdo

Tunisian nawba –   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VcD5rLNZ73o

Algerian nawba –   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ONGa-vL33hE&feature=PlayList&p=21176789C9

B24950&index=10&playnext=2&playnext_from=PL 

Libyan nawba –   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5iZOBg0U4g&feature=related

Libyan Sufi nawba –   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1hBF3f-cW3Q&NR=1

The nawba can be briefly described as a song cycle consisting of interlinked movements with a number of 
songs in each. Each movement in a nawba unfolds within a particular rhythmic mode or ı̄qā‘, as it is known 
in Arabic music. The Moroccan nawba, for example, consists of five main vocal movements in the following 
sequence: 

Note that an upward note stands for a takk while a downward one represents a dumm. Therefore, a 
mnemonic translation of the above īqā‘ btāyhi, for example, would sound as: takk–takk takk–takk dumm–
ta‐ka takk–takk takk–takk dumm–takk takk–takk dumm–takk.

A nawba also unfolds within a particular melodic mode. The technical name for melodic mode in Arabic 
music is maqām. There are several melodic modes in Arabic music; some may also include quarter-notes, 
such as the E half-flat in maqām rāst below. Each maqām has its own mood or character, and knowledge 
of these is transmitted to the student in the course of the learning process; this goes beyond the acquisi-
tion of a maqām as just a ‘scale’. The maqām to which a nawba belongs is established in the vocal and 
instrumental sections that precede the first movement; the samemaqām will then be employed throughout 
the entire performance of the nawba. 

Maqām rāst 

The first live performance of a nawba I heard was by the Libyan Ensemble, consisting of around 50 mem-
bers in all. An ensemble of that size is known in Arabic music as firqa (‘ensemble’); this distinguishes itself 
from the takht which refers to a smaller group. The Libyan Ensemble consisted of an ‘ūd (a short fretless 
lute), qānūn (a plucked zither), nāy (an end-blown reed flute), violins, a double-bass, cello, as well as a 
darabukkah and bandı̄r. In addition, it included 30 or so male choristers. 

Due to regional 
vicinity and, pos-
sibly, common 
roots, some songs 
are shared between 
neighbouring 
nawba traditions. 
For example, 
some songs in the 
Tunisian ma’lūf are 
also present in the 
ma’lūf of Libya. 
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The nawba that the Ensemble was rehearsing was being played entirely from memory. The music sounded 
completely different from the folk music I had heard the day before at the Sāha l-Khadra (‘The Green Square’ 
– Tripoli’s main square), which was entirely improvised: this was precomposed. The darabukkah and bandı̄r 
players were keeping an ı̄qā in   that later changed to  . The other melody instruments were all playing 
in unison, though with evident elements of heterophony in their playing. On the other side of the rehearsal 
hall, the choristers’ singing included refrains as well as occasional replies to the calls of the sheikh of the 
Ensemble. The tempo of the nawba became gradually faster, to almost double the initial tempo, with the 
darabukkah and bandı̄r directing the speed towards the delirium that brought the nawba to an end. This 
gradual increase in tempo is common to all the North Africa nawba traditions.

Ma’lūf procession

The day after, I attended a Ma’lūf  procession in the streets of Tripoli, organised by a Sufi congregation to cel-
ebrate the birth of the Prophet Muhammad; this period is known in the Islamic calendar as the mawlid. The 
ensemble included a male choir headed by the sheikh and accompanied 
by eight bandı̄r players, a tabl (also known in Libya as nawba, possibly 
due to its prominent role in a nawba performance), naqqārāt (a pair of 
small kettle drums) and a ghaytah. The penetrating sounds of the ghaytah 
supporting the solo calls of the sheikh, as well as the constant rhythms 
provided by the percussion section, were very loud. In contrast to the cho-
ral singing I had heard the day before, the singing of the nawba was most-
ly characterised by the calls of the sheikh and the responses of the par-
ticipating choir. At one stage, the ensemble sung a nawba called nāh 
al-hamām (‘The Pigeon’s Lament’); I had heard this the previous day. In 
contrast with that interpretation, which had only lasted ten minutes, this 
one almost took three quarters of an hour to complete, due to several rep-
etitions and the addition of verses which the sheikh might have learned 
from a predecessor. The overall performance sounded very unrefined to 
me, when compared with the interpretation of the previous day, even 
though the melodies were the same. 

Modernisation: for better or worse?

A participant who was standing next to me described this performance as more ‘authentic’ and ‘respectful’ 
of the tradition, freed from what he considered as ‘insensitive fiddling’ with a tradition that goes back centu-
ries. He explained to me how the Sufi movement over the years was instrumental in teaching the nawba and 
transmitting it aurally to others in zawāyā (Sufi lodges) dispersed all over the region. 

Influenced by the modernisation in Arabic music that had occurred in Egypt towards the end of the 1960s, 
the north African nawba went through several changes in terms of performance practice, such as the for-
mation of bigger ensembles, the inclusion of western instruments such as the violin and cello and, in some 
cases, the presence of a conductor leading the ensemble from the front with a baton, replacing the sheikh. 
In Libya, some of these practices were introduced in 1964 when Sheikh Hassan Araibi established an exten-
sive radio ma’lūf  ensemble composed of both western and Arab instruments while leaving out instruments 
such as the ghaytah and naqqārāt. According to him, he did this due to the instrument’s penetrating, if not 
also domineering, tone quality in the case of the former and the ‘strained’ cross-rhythmic effect produced 
on the latter. 

Such innovations brought forward the issue of whether the nawba is sacred or secular music, which the 
same participant answered: ‘When a nawba is performed in Sufi ceremonies that would be considered as 
sacred; however, when performed on stage or on television it would be considered as secular music.’ 

Preservation attempts

Since the nawba is orally transmitted from sheikh to student, whenever a sheikh dies, huge amounts of 
nawba texts and melodies would die with him. Developments in the north African nawba were therefore 
accompanied by a number of innovative national projects aimed at preserving this musical heritage. This 
happened, for instance, in Morocco in the 1930s, mainly through the work of Abdelkrim Rais; in  Libya in the 

Heterophony is a 
texture in which in-
dividual musicians, 
while rendering a 
given melody si-
multaneously, orna-
ment and articulate 
the same melody 
according to what 
is idiomatically 
appropriate on their 
instrument.

A naqqārāt player during a 
ma’lūf procession
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1960s, through the work carried out by a committee set up by the Ministry of Culture; and in Tunisia, with the 
setting-up of the Rashidiyya Institute in Tunis in 1934.

In Tunisia, nawba melodies were transcribed and, eventually, published in a nine-volume series. Other simi-
lar projects had also taken place in Morocco and Algeria. In most cases, the dissemination of this musical 
genre in schools and specialised music schools or conservatories was considered as the most effective way 
of preserving a tradition considered as being on the verge of becoming extinct. In itself this had some inter-
esting consequences. Before such developments, the north African nawba was solely performed by men in 
the context of Sufi ceremonies, as in the above performance. However, when the nawba began to be taught 
in schools and in specialised music schools, both male and female singers had the chance to get involved in 
its performance, mainly through the setting-up of mixed choirs and ensembles at the same institutions. This 
led to a situation in which a musical genre that was originally male-dominated became open to everyone.

In western music, what classifies or labels a musical work as 
‘secular’ or ‘sacred’? Is the distinction between the two always 
clear or does it also depend on performance context, as in the 
above example? 

Discussion

Activity: ma’lūf performance 

The first score at the end of the article is a ma’lūf tune from nawba N¯̄ah al-Ham¯̄am. Get your class to play the 
melody together. Also, where possible ask individual students to add some ornamentation appropriate to 
their instruments, in order to bring out some heterophony.

The transcription also includes the ı̄qā‘ in which the same tune unfolds. Use a combination of percussion 
instruments to produce the dumm and the takk effect of the darabukkah. 

Use the darabukkah lesson at   http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZR2R4XC9UQ  to get a clearer idea of 

what the two distinct sounds of the darabukkah sound like. Is this  ı̄qā‘ divided into 3+5 or 5+3? What deter-

mines its division?

Add the rhythmic filler provided below the main score by using a tambourine played with the tips of the finger 
near the edge. Teach your students a roll technique on the tambourine, so that from time to time they vary 
the same rhythmic filler. 

PERFORMERS, AUDIENCES AND MUSIC

Attending a concert of Arabic classical music may result in a very unusual experience, not just in terms of 
music but also of an overall set-up that includes audience participation. During concerts of Arabic classical 
music in Libya, I noticed men taking the front seats while women sat in the seats behind. The concert was an 
occasion for the revitalisation of traditional Libyan customs, with women dressed in traditional Libyan outfits 
giving out free orgeat and almond biscuits. However, special treatment was bestowed on patrons sitting in 
the front rows who came from the upper echelons of Libyan cultural administration.

On stage, the appearance of a firqa composed of 30 or so musicians engendered a big round of applause 
from the audience. While the instrumentalists were all dressed in black suits, the choir were wearing tradi-
tional long green garments typical of Sufi ceremonies. The instrumentalists were holding music stands and 
parts, which they eventually placed in front of them. The appearance of formally dressed musicians with 
parts conveyed the fact that these were music literates and, by extension, professionally trained Arab musi-
cians, possibly active in the recording industry. 

For Arab musicians working in the recording industry, music literacy is an asset as it cuts down recording 
time and, consequently, costs. Recording music by rote can be very time consuming, as several takes are 
normally needed before the best take is chosen.

You can also 
download the 
Sibelius file for 
this from www.
rhinegold.co.uk/
classroommusic.
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The ensemble on stage was directed by a conductor. The first item was a sam¯̄a‘ı, an instrumental piece in  
  The next item was a professionally arranged Libyan folk tune, designed as a longa – a lively dance form 

usually in simple  following a rondo-like format with a recurring passage or refrain. Other items included 
precomposed pieces with improvised vocal and instrumental solo sections. In Arabic music, an instrumental 
improvisation is known as taq¯̄ası̄m. Through a taq¯̄ası̄m, the soloist shows off his instrumental skills, as well as 
his knowledge of the maq¯̄am in which he would be working out his improvisation. The mawwāl is the vocal 
equivalent. Typically, both types of improvisations evolve on a drone note sustained by the string section. 

I could sense the build-up for the state of Tarab in the concert, from the opening notes of the third item, which 
was a compositional form known as waslah (a traditional medley in the same melodic mode). 

The sheikh of the ensemble introduced the waslahā with a mawwāl on a drone held by the bowed strings. His 
voice, which reverberated all over the place, was full of vocal ornaments that included slides between neigh-
bouring pitches, uncommon attacks of notes from slightly above or below a note, as well as the addition of 
mordent-like figures, vibratos and the reiteration of short motifs at a slightly higher or lower pitch. In response 
to this, the audience burst out in an overwhelming applause with members of the audience ululating and 
shouting out words of praise and admiration to the sheikh. In return, his singing became more embellished 
and daring in its exploration of the maqām. Following this, the choir joined in, progressing in the form of a 
call and response between the sheikh and the choir.

THE POWER OF THE VOICE

The above performance included some really fine vocal improvisations which generated a lot of excitement 
among the audience. A good voice is always highly acclaimed in Arabic music and this is normally expressed 
through frequent applauses and compliments called out by members of the audience. In Arabic music, 
audience feedback during an ongoing performance is highly appreciated by the performer; in most cases 
audience feedback even determines the growth of the same performance. The Thursday concerts held by 
the diva of Egyptian music, Umm Kulthūm, from the 1930s until 1973 are just one example. 

In a major 1997 publication, Virginia Danielson reports how these concerts, which were held on the first 

Thursday night of each month and broadcasted all over the Arab world via the radio, used to trigger strong 

emotionality among the audience, so much so that it became a normal practice for Umm Kulthūm to repeat 

lines and phrases encouraged by audience requests and enthusiasm. In most cases, tremendous applause 

compelled her to take several pauses, with the consequence that her concerts ended longer than originally 

scheduled, sometimes even till the early hours of the day after. During such concerts, the transformation 

of music into affect used to escalate so much that both performers and audience members would reach an 

ecstatic state known in Arabic music as Tarab.

LISTENING RESOURCES

A longa – www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYpFyZ_ZjGE 

A mawwāl –  www.youtube.com/watch?v=JpMU0W1tjFU 

A Moroccan taqāsīm –  www.youtube.com/watch?v=MsrPBNmh5Qk 

Umm Kulthūm – www.youtube.com/watch?v=qDAt7LfDP7o 

A Tunisian waslah – www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBWTIweFg98&feature=related 

How does music affect us in everyday life? 
What makes a pop-music concert different from a classical concert 
in terms of performance practice, set-up and the rapport of the 
audience with the performer?

Discussion
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Activity: longa performance

Ask the class to play the longa called Layliy as-Samar (‘Evening Entertainment’), printed at the end of the 
article. This is based on a Libyan folk tune arranged by Hassan Araibi for a firqa. Ask the students to add 
what they think might be a suitable rhythm to it.

In performance, the free-metered introduction is normally divided between a solo instrument (playing the 
triplet and semiquaver figures resolving on the note with a pause) and the ensemble (replying back by play-
ing the rest). Let your students decide on the most appropriate instrument to play the solo parts. (A flute or 
a violin is normally preferred to evoke a nocturnal feeling.) 

In actual performance, this piece is played with the addition of several ornaments, such as trills, grace notes 
and mordents. Help your students add the right ornamentation to the piece without burdening it excessively.

Throughout the piece, you can hear instances of call and response (such as in the second and third re-
peats). In performance, these are sometimes brought out with the whole ensemble replying back to the solo 
instrument. Assist your students in finding a way of bringing these out. 

CONCLUSION

This initial contact with north African music opened a window, not just on Libyan music but on the music 
of north Africa and of the Arabs more widely. The trips that followed, both in Libya and in neighbouring 
countries, persuaded me that the straight-line borders separating these countries, and the strict security 
imposed on travellers crossing through them, are fundamentally geographical and political divisions rather 
than cultural, as the music of the region attests to. The mobility of north African musicians within their own 
region is also quite extensive, both in the domain of Arab classical music, as well as in folk and pop music. 
Such mobility has sometimes been backed up by factors such as a competitive recording industry, emigra-
tion, festival participation, and bi-lateral cultural agreements between member states.  

FURTHER READING
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